With the development of information technologies and more precisely, the so-called digital convergence, the number of digital TV (DTV) programs available on any kind of DTV receiver (satellite, cable, terrestrial or IP) has increased dramatically. This has made the task of selecting a DTV program very complicated and time consuming. This paper proposes an intelligent graphical user interface (GUI) tool that gives a new appearance to the on-air and recorded DTV contents in order to enable DTV viewers to, quickly and in a user-friendly manner, select a program. The GUI tool is based on a synthetic cartography of DTV programs in which the shape generated reflects the DTV viewers' preferences over a period of time. These preferences are obtained by using any method for program clustering and recommendation. Results are demonstrated on the task of recommending programs in the context of the French terrestrial DTV by using a content-based approach.
Introduction
With the development of information processing, Internet, digital TV (DTV) and telecommunications, the so-called digital convergence becomes a reality [10] . As a consequence, DTV viewers face the difficulty of quickly finding programs that best fits their preferences.
In order to aid DTV viewers for selecting programs more easily, several TV recommender systems have been proposed and developed in the last years. These systems take advantage of different approaches such as content-based filtering [1, 16] , collaborative filtering [2, 14] and hybrid filtering [4, 3, 12] for creating personalized Electronic Program Guides (EPG).
Nevertheless, even if these recommender systems restrict a large number of possibilities of choice, many of them remain. So, the graphical user interface (GUI) appearance used for presenting the personal EPG seems to be also a key point for the success of the DTV viewer choice. So far, the GUIs implemented on DTV receivers are usually awkward. Some of them only provide a textual list of DTV programs, while others are built on small views of current programs.
This paper constitutes an attempt to simplify visual access to DTV programs by using a novel GUI inspired by the technique of "Memory Islands" [6] . This novel GUI is based on a dynamic 2D cartography that represents personalized EPGs by clusters of DTV programs. As we shall see, personalization of EPGs can be generated by any existing recommender system approach.
In the next section, we recall what Memory Islands are, how they can be used to describe DTV programs and what the ontology on which program clustering is based on. Following this, we present the process for building Memory Islands in the context of the French terrestrial DTV programs, we briefly describe a content-based recommender system that we have developed to demonstrate Memory Islands, and we illustrate it with examples of some of the generated shapes. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss ongoing work.
Representing Personal EPG with Memory Islands

Memory Islands
Memory Islands [6] were initially designed to ease browsing in e-books and more generally in digital textual documents. The original idea consists in transforming the linear structure of a textual document into a 2D space that maps its logical structure. It is inspired by the ancient "Arts of Memory" which relate to us how our memory capacity can be considerably increased by placing things into "locis" belonging to architectures that were previously learned [15] . In other words, to "embody" the virtual content of e-books, Memory Islands anchor it on an automatically generated territory. In a way, it represents on a 2D space a digital content that appears linear at first sight. This representation corresponds to an increase of dimensions, which is quite unusual in information visualization, since the general aim is to reduce data dimensions [13] . Note that the main goal here is not to focus attention on a particular item, but to represent a wide variety of contents and to stimulate human memories with an easy to remember picture, which facilitates user interactions with the contents. The adopted solution consists in mapping each unit of virtual content onto a small deserted island, since uninhabited islands are known by sailors who simply sail around it, and therefore only know and name the coast (1D space) without worrying about the surface. These fictitious territories are designed to strike imagination and to remain anchored in our memory. Consequently, they must be distinguished the ones from the others as much as possible in order to reflect the structure of the digital content and to ease navigation. Therefore, the map generation program endeavors to produce forms that are as diversified as possible in order to build a realistic map of a territory that offers an overview of the content. This cartography takes advantage of historical studies of old maps by using legends, texts, colors, and more amazingly for us, relevant icons [8] .
As presented in [6] , Memory Islands may also represent any cultural/multimedia contents such as digital audio, digital video or DTV programs. In this case, the "islands" map the multimedia contents by some clustering. For example, clustering can be made with respect to the media theme, e.g. movies, news, etc. This allows to generate a weighted ordered tree that is transformed into a shape enriched by colors and icons correlated to each theme.
Shape Generation Algorithm
From a practical point of view, the logical structure of books corresponds to their table of contents. It may be transformed into a weighted ordered tree, of which node weights are computed according to the proportion of the book covered by the corresponding part. For instance, if a book containing 300 pages is divided in three parts containing respectively 50 pages, 100 pages and 150 pages, then the weights are respectively 1/6, 1/3 and 1/2 for the parts 1, 2 and 3. This allows to generate a 2D shape from the weighted ordered tree.
More generally, any e-document structure can be assimilated to an ordered weighed tree, i.e. to an ordered tree of which nodes are associated to numbers corresponding to the weight of the corresponding parts. For instance, the number of characters for texts or the required space or time for some digital multimedia contents such as audio or video. A shape is generated from this tree.
The algorithm for generating shapes considers each weighted node of the structure of the e-document, i.e. each set of contents, as a sector of a circular disk, i.e. an angle associated with a radius. The angle corresponds to the proportion of the section in the whole book while the radius is computed taking into account the size of the section and its level. Moreover, some blank contents are virtually considered to separate blocs, which cut out the coast of the artificially generated island.
The algorithm takes as input an ordered labeled tree derived from the multimedia content organization. For instance, the content organization may cover five meta-themes -Society and Politics, Information, Culture, Youth and Fiction -while each one covers from two to four themes. It corresponds to the following multimedia organization that is voluntarily oversimplified, for the sake of the presentation: [ Once this multimedia content organization ontology is given, the programs (e.g. next hour, next day or next week programs) and coefficients weighting their importance (e.g. program duration combined with its interest), are added to each leave of the tree. It gives a weighted ordered tree. More precisely, each node N of the weighted tree corresponds to a level of a hierarchy characterized by:
-A label (called label(N)), that is the characteristic associated to the level of the hierarchy. In the case of DTV programs, we restrict it to meta-themes and themes; -A weight, which is the size of content covered by the nodes, e.g. a combination of the running time and preferences of DTV viewers; -The depth of the node, i.e. the level of the node. For example, it may be 0 for the root of the hierarchy, 1 for meta-themes, 2 for themes and 3 for programs.
Moreover, other parameters are involved in order to accentuate singularities of the generated island through their variations. Since our goal is to remember a form, we have to make each form as particular as possible. Here are all existing parameters:
-An internal size ρ. It may be predefined or computed as a function of the global running time or of the available space for digital audio and video. -An eccentricity, . It accentuates the length and the extension of capes, shaping them like islands. -The number of blank contents between blocs. It is usually an input parameter, since it is difficult to get it by just reading the table of content. It helps to increase the size of gulfs in order to differentiate shapes. In the DTV program case, we use theme to build a separate section for each metadata.
The output of the algorithm generates a sequence of triplets < θ 1 , θ 2 , ρ >, each one corresponding to an arc in which the radius is ρ on the sector < θ 1 , θ 2 >. This sequence is automatically translated in Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), generating a path passing by these generated points.
For instance, being given a set of programs described with the themes and the meta-themes given in the above described content organization, the previously referred algorithm generates the shape presented in figure 1. Fig. 1 . A shape generated with a 5 meta-theme content organization
Ontology of Themes and Meta-themes
As we have previously seen, the Memory Islands are built from a weighted ordered tree, which corresponds, in the case of cultural/multimedia contents, to the hierarchical organization of those contents. In the case of DTV programs, we identify the clusters related to a predefined organization. Three hierarchical levels are used to distinguish them: -The first level is constituted by sub-themes. A group of homogeneous subthemes are assembled to build a theme. -The second level corresponds to 39 classes that are characterized as themes, e.g. thriller, adventure, funny, drama, fantasy, cartoons, etc. They are built of the sub-themes groups. Each theme is associated with a meta-theme, which means that the ontology of theme consists in a hierarchy. -The third level gives a broad definition of 12 classes as meta-themes, e.g.
charm, fiction, society and politics, entertainment, youth, sport, sciences and nature, TV and shopping, information, do-it-yourself, culture, other. Figure 2 contains themes associated with their corresponding meta-theme. Our first experiments using this setup demonstrate that it works very well in the case TV programs for at least two reasons. On the one hand, it can automatically determine themes and meta-themes from the metadata associated to each program. On the other hand, it corresponds to distinguishable sets of preferences associated to the social profile of families, which can facilitate a learning task.
Applying Memory Islands to the French Terrestrial DTV
In this section, we show a 2D cartography built from a set of DTV programs and automatically adapted to viewers' preferences. The first subsection explains the process of identifying themes and meta-themes for DTV Programs. The second subsection shows the building of a Memory Island from a DTV program set. The third subsection describes the process of adjusting DTV viewers' preferences by taking their behaviors into account. The fourth subsection shows how viewers' preferences shape the Memory Islands.
Identifying Themes and Meta-themes of DTV Programs
Once meta-themes and themes have been defined in the ontology introduced in section 2.3, we need to associate them with DTV programs. The goal consists in dynamically classifying EPG programs for a period of time in order to obtain the information required to build Memory Islands. This procedure is crucial for the usefulness of the Memory Islands generated in the context of the DTV. Considering that program metadata obtained from the French Terrestrial DTV EPG are expressed in natural language, we propose an abstraction method that takes the metadata as input in order to identify their themes and meta-themes. -A parser uses a list of stop words to clean up the program metadata. This reduces each field to a bag of words; -A list of keywords is selected by the TF-IDF (term frequency / inverse document frequency) information retrieval technique [11] ; -The bag of words and the list of keywords are asserted into a knowledge-based system implemented with the NASA's C Language Integrated Production System (CLIPS V6-24) in order to identify themes and meta-themes of each program.
Generating a DTV Program Memory Island
Let us now suppose that we have a DTV program set composed of clustered programs. The first step required to generate a Memory Island consists in transforming this set into a weighted ordered tree. This is achieved by using the main theme identified by the clustering process, i.e. "Theme" attribute, which belongs to the theme ontology. The main theme associated with each program allows to cluster the program set into a three-level hierarchy. As previously said, the first level corresponds to the meta-theme, the second to the theme and the third to the programs themselves. Therefore, we use the algorithm presented in section 2.2 to build the Memory Island corresponding to the weighted ordered tree. An example is given in Figure 3 . We can see that the islands can be enriched with colors and icons corresponding to the most developed meta-themes and the main theme. Moreover, pop-up windows describing program characteristics can be automatically showed when a program is focused on. User interactions (selecting a theme, selecting a program, zooming a theme) are based on basic buttons of the remote control (up/down, left/right and +/-) that can be managed easily by anyone, without any requirement for learning.
Adjusting DTV Viewers' Preferences
In order to build personalized EPGs for testing the recommendation of programs by Memory Islands, we have been implementing a content-based recommender system that creates dynamic profiles reflecting viewers' behaviors.
Understanding Viewers' Behaviors. To understand how viewers behave, we interpret the events on the DTV receiver. First of all, we need to know which programs are available (on-air). This information is obtained by the EPG. Secondly, we need to monitor viewers' interactions with the DTV receiver. Viewers' interactions are described by a pair < b, s >, where b is a button on the remote control that is pressed at a time t and s is the current screen state on the receiver. The EPG and the viewers' interactions are then associated together, referring to the time scale matching. The matched information is then analyzed in order to learn the viewers' behaviors.
This analysis is carried out in two stages: a syntax validation and a semantic validation. The syntax validation consists in combining interactions that operate on the collected data during a specified period of time. It generates an outline perspective on the viewers' interactions. This combination procedure is based on a set of interactions that lead to changing a channel. They are called main interactions. All programs watched on this specific channel are recorded in a devoted list. Other interactions such as volume increase or decrease are associated to this list as secondary interactions.
The semantic validation consists in evaluating the programs watched by the viewer at each period of time identified through syntax validation. The goal here is to rank the programs according to the time that the viewer spent on watching them and the reason of eventually changing the channel. In order to dynamically express the viewers' preferences, the program's rank contributes to reward or punish the associated abstract representation of the program introduced by the clustering method (see section 3.1). This plays a very important role in the performance of machine learning techniques [9] .
Learning Viewers' Preferences. The abstract representation of programs is then matched to the viewers' profile in order to get their ranks. Using these ranks, a filtering process is carried out to arrange programs by decreasing order of relevance. Programs ranked higher occupy bigger regions on the generated Memory Island in order to reflect the viewers' preferences on screen. Machine learning techniques are advocated in this context to dynamically learn the viewers' preferences. The task consists in learning a function that ranks all programs according to user preferences. The goal of this task is to automatically update a pair < r, w >, where r is an abstract program representation and w is a weight value associated with the abstract representation. We can use different learning strategies to recommend programs (short-term and/or long-term). 
Adapting the Shape of Memory Islands through Viewers' Preferences
In this section, we take into account a DTV program set of roughly two hundred programs and show them through two Memory Islands that reflect the preferences of two kind of group of users. The Memory Island presented on the left in Figure  4 corresponds to a group of users interested in watch football matches and youth programs. The Memory Island on the right corresponds to another group of users that is a film-loving.
Conclusion and Future Work
Intelligent GUIs for DTV receivers are a very interesting and original problem little investigated until now. Designing GUIs that facilitate the DTV viewer choice seems to be a key point for the next generation of DTV receivers. Moreover, they can significantly aid the recommendation of DTV programs made by automated systems. This paper proposed a novel intelligent GUI tool that constitutes an alternative to the GUIs usually employed on DTV receivers. This novel GUI tool is based on a synthetic 2D cartography of DTV programs, inspired by the technique of Memory Islands, to enable DTV viewers to quickly select programs. It can be associated with any method for program clustering and recommendation in order to generate personalized EPGs.
The generation of shapes through Memory Islands has been illustrated for some personalized EPGs in the context of the French terrestrial DTV by using a content-based recommender system. The first results have demonstrated that desired programs can be easily located by using our system. In cooperation with a team of the IWEDIA Company and another of the LIMSI Laboratory, we are carrying out experiments with our system in the context of several groups of users. We will be evaluating, quantitatively and qualitatively, the behavior changes and the level of satisfaction of the different groups when using our system. More results will be available in the next months.
